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Distinguishing Non-Conceptual Content from Non-Syntactic Propositions: Comment on Fuller



Jonathan Y. Tsou Iowa State University



In an interesting and provocative paper, “Non-Conceptual Content: The Richness Argument and Early Visual Processing,” Timothy Fuller (2012) forwards a negative and positive argument concerning non-conceptual content. The negative argument maintains that the richness argument (RA) for non-conceptual content fails because it is either self-defeating or conflicts with empirical research on perception. The positive argument offers an alternative way for arguing for the existence of non-conceptual content (NCC), suggesting that mental states associated with early stages of visual perceptual processing have NCC. This commentary focuses on the negative argument that Fuller presents against RA. I argue that Fuller’s argument is limited insofar as it crucially hinges on the particular view of NCC that his analysis presupposes. Moreover, I suggest that drawing the distinction as a linguistic distinction between kinds of propositions is overly restrictive insofar as it regards some intuitive cases of conceptual content (e.g., cases involving pre-linguistic infants or animals) as non-conceptual content.
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Fuller’s account of NCC presents the distinction between conceptual content and nonconceptual content as a linguistic distinction. Fuller favors a content (rather than state) view of drawing the conceptual/ non-conceptual distinction (Bermúdez and Cahen, 2011), which suggests that there is a meaningful distinction to be drawn between: (1) Conceptual Content (CC): content of mental states (e.g., belief content) that depends on concepts. (2) Non-Conceptual Content (NCC): content of mental states (e.g., perceptual content) that is independent of concepts. Fuller further explicates this distinction in a linguistic manner. He argues that CC is best conceived of as structured propositions (i.e., Fregean or Russellian propositions), wherein the syntactic ordering of elements determine the conditions for individuation. By contrast, NCC is best conceived of as unstructured propositions (i.e., possible worlds propositions), wherein the ordering of elements does not determine the conditions for individuation. Assuming this linguistic way of understanding the conceptual/ non-conceptual distinction, Fuller argues that the richness argument (RA) for non-conceptual content fails. RA maintains that the content of some perceptual experiences (e.g., a particular shade of brown of a desk) is too fine-grained to be captured by the conceptual resources of a mental symbolic system (Peacocke, 1992; Heck, 2000). The main argument that Fuller presents against RA suggests that RA conflicts with empirical research on early perceptual processing. In illusory perceptual experiences (e.g., the Müller-Lyer illusion) one is not aware of, and does not have access to, the perceptual inputs for modular processing. Fuller suggests that the content that one is consciously aware of is the output (e.g., two lines of unequal length), which is the result of such inputs being
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transformed by modular processing. Fuller generalizes this insight by suggesting that what is introspectively accessible to us in perceptual experience is not the “raw” perceptual inputs to a visual module, but the output of that module. The significance of this for RA is that the outputs of modules are syntactically structured propositions (conceptual content). Fuller writes: [M]odules are inference-generating mechanisms, where their outputs are conclusions to inductive arguments in the form of syntactically structured mental representations. . . . [T]he content of syntactically structured mental representations is profitably thought of as a structured proposition. (Fuller, 2012, pp. 146-147) The error of RA is to assume that the content that is introspected upon in perceptual experiences is raw visual input that lacks corresponding concepts to describe it. Rather, what is introspected upon is modular output, which has been transformed into information that is conceptual content precisely because it has been translated (via modular processing) into concepts that we possess. Fuller’s argument against RA is convincing if one accepts his linguistic manner of drawing the distinction between conceptual and non-conceptual content. However, there is no good reason why the proponent of RA needs to accept the specific view of NCC as a possible worlds proposition. All that the proponent of RA assumes is that some contents of some perceptual states (e.g., specific shades of colors, unfamiliar shapes, obscure sounds, etc.) lack appropriate corresponding mental concepts. What this general view of NCC implies is that the perceptual content is sometimes richer than our conceptual resources for describing it. Nowhere does this phenomenological interpretation of NCC suggest that if one is able to introspect and make judgments about this content (e.g., “In this album, Miles Davis’ trumpet sounds like his
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wah-wah style”) that it is necessarily conceptual.1 Hence, Fuller’s identification of NCC with unstructured propositions may beg the very question that is at issue against the proponent of RA who does not accept this account of non-conceptual content. Conversely, this may indicate that what is needed is an independent argument that post-modular perceptual data is always transformed into syntactically structured information that is translated into CC that we possess. This claim crucially hinges on Fuller’s assumption that modules are ‘inference generating mechanisms’ that produce syntactically structured CC. Granting the content view over the state view, what is required is an independent argument for why CC and NCC should be understood in terms of a distinction between structured propositions and possible worlds propositions, respectively. While I agree that the conceptual/ non-conceptual distinction is “partly stipulative” (Fuller, 2012, p. 143), it is not clear that Fuller’s linguistic distinction adequately captures what participants in the debate over NCC have been after (i.e., purely perceptual content). Fuller’s analysis assumes that the content of mental states should be understood as propositions, which captures the idea that obvious cases of CC are objects (i.e., propositions or thoughts) of propositional attitudes such as beliefs or desires. As indicated in his paper, Fuller (2012, pp. 150-151, n. 2) believes that structured propositions are good candidates for capturing CC insofar as they are sufficiently fine-grained to individuate distinctive (but truth-functionally equivalent) propositions; by contrast, possible worlds propositions are good candidates for capturing NCC insofar as they are sufficiently coarse                                                             1



In this regard, it is worth noting that Fuller’s (2012, pp. 145-146) brief argument that RA is self-defeating is unconvincing. Fuller maintains that RA conflicts with its assumption that NCC is not a component of judgments insofar as RA requires subjects to compare (i.e., judge) the richness of their perceptual content to their conceptual resources (hence, rendering NCC a component of judgments). This argument, however, equivocates on the meaning of ‘component of judgments.’ While proponents of RA maintain that NCC does not (whereas CC does) play a role in judgments (e.g., judgments of truth or falsity), this assumption does not imply that one cannot make judgments about NCC.
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grained to capture the content of mental states that are not represented in syntactic/ linguistic form. This view implies that if a proposition has syntactic structure, it is CC; if it lacks syntactic structure, it is NCC (cf. Byrne, 2005). But it is unclear why we should expect this syntactic/ nonsyntactic distinction to map onto the conceptual/ non-conceptual distinction. On a more general level, Fuller’s distinction is problematic insofar as structured propositions and possible worlds propositions are competing accounts of propositions, rather than a distinction between different kinds of propositions (King, 2011). The account of structured propositions maintains that propositions are best understood as complex entities whose constituents are ordered in a particular manner; by contrast, the possible worlds account maintains that propositions are best understood as sets of possible worlds (or functions from worlds to truth values). These two accounts offer two contrasting accounts on the nature of propositions (e.g., “All bachelors are unmarried”), rather than a way of distinguishing between two different kinds of propositions. Hence, it is unclear what it even means to say that the content of a mental state is a structured proposition rather than a possible worlds proposition since these refer to two different accounts of propositions, rather than two different kinds of propositions. A more substantial worry with Fuller’s linguistic manner of distinguishing conceptual content from non-conceptual content is that it is too restrictive of an account that would rule out intuitive cases of conceptual content. Consider whether the mental states of non-human animals or pre-linguistic infants possess conceptual content (e.g., belief content) or not. For example, suppose a squirrel perceives a shadow of an owl and represents the content of that mental state (non-linguistically) as ‘the shadow of a potential predator.’ While the content of squirrel’s representation is plausibly regarded as conceptual, Fuller’s analysis would assess the content of the squirrel’s mental state to be NCC. Similarly, some pre-linguistic infants possess the 5   



conceptual resources to represent the perception of a milk bottle as ‘food,’ but Fuller’s account would regard this content to be NCC. These examples of mental content can be said to be cases of CC since they play an important role in belief formation (e.g., a squirrel’s belief that it should hide because a predator is present); however, they are not accurately described as structured propositions. Thus, the linguistic view of NCC assumed by Fuller appears to be overly restrictive insofar as it rules out cases where we intuitively want to say that the content of a mental state has CC. What is needed is a less stringent view of what counts as ‘conceptual content’ that recognizes non-linguistic forms of mental content (e.g., see Cussins, 1990).2



                                                             2



I am grateful to Timothy Fuller, William Robinson, and Stephen Biggs for helpful discussion and feedback about this commentary.
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